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Rhythm and Metre

pulse The musical beat.

simple time Simple time signatures where each beat is divisible into two even parts.

compound time Complex time signatures where each beat is divisible into three or more parts.

regular time Music keeping a regular, maintained time signature.

irregular time Where the music changes time signatures regularly.

free time No real time signature; moves freely.

augmentation
The musical technique of lengthening the rhythm. E.g. A melody originally 
consisting of four quavers, if augmented, later appears as four crotchets instead.

diminution
The musical technique of shortening the rhythm. E.g. A melody originally 
consisting of four crotchets, if augmented, later appears as four quavers instead.

hemiola

Where a rhythm in one time signature emphasises beats to sound like it is in 
another time signature. E.g. 

cross-rhythms

Rhythms played together that oppose each other. E.g.

dotted rhythms
Dotted beats add ½ the value to the beat again. A dotted crochet has the value of 
a crochet + a quaver.

triplets Three notes played in the time of two beats.

syncopation Playing on the off-beat, often used in Caribbean and African music.

tempo
The pace of the music, usually noted at the top of the score; presto, allegro, 
moderato, lento, andante and largo.

rubato To pull the beat around expressively, similar to free time.

polyrhythm Several different rhythms playing together. Common in African music.
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bi-rhythm Two different rhythms played together.

drum fills Fills in a phrase by the drum. Normally elaborate.

cycle
A repeated rhythm pattern (usually 12+ beats), often used in African and Indian 
music e.g. Tala.

Harmony

diatonic
A standard major or minor scale consisting of five tones and two 
semitones (TTstTTTst).

chromatic Scale moving in semitones.

consonant Nice and pleasant sounding.

dissonant Clashes, unpleasant sounding.

pedal A continuous sustained note/chord.

drone A continuous sustained note (normally I or V) – not a chord.

cadences

perfect V – I  has a closed, finished sound.

plagal
IV – I has an ‘amen’, finished sound, similar to Christian 
church music.

imperfect [anything] – V sounds as though it wants to continue.

interrupted
V – [anything except I] an unexpected sound, feels like it 
should have ended.

tierce de Picardie
The use of a major chord at the end of a minor or modal 
section/piece.

major chords I   IV   V - using 1st, major 3rd and 5th  notes in a major scale.

minor chords ii   iii vi - using 1st, minor 3rd & 5th  notes in a major scale.

dominant 
sevenths

I7 V7 etc. – adding the 7th note of the scale to the major scale chord
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Tonality

Texture

atonal Music not based on a key.

tonal Music based on a key.

major
Based on a scale using the pattern TTSTTTS (T= tone, S = semitone). 
Associated with a happy, cheerful sound.

minor
As above only with flattened 3rd, 6th and raised leading note 7th. Creates a sad, 
soulful sound.

modal
Set scale like series of notes/intervals. 
E.g. Blues Scale or early Dorian Mode

key signatures Up to 4♯s and 4 ♯s

C – G – D – A – E (major ♯s)       
Am – Em – Bm – F#m – C#m (minor ♯s)

C – F – Bb – Eb – Ab (major ♯s)        
Am – Dm – Gm – Cm – Fm (minor ♯s)

modulation Changing to a different key signature.

monophonic One melodic part, can be played on few or many instruments.

homophonic/
harmonic

Two or more melodic/harmonic parts moving in blocks together.

polyphonic/
contrapuntal

Two or more melodic/harmonic parts interweaving amongst each other.

melody with 
accompaniment

A melody with an accompaniment.

imitative An excerpt in the music that copies an earlier pattern.

canon A staggered repetition of a theme.

unison The same figure being played together.

octaves Interval of eight notes, e.g. C4 – C5.

antiphonal Split into left and right halves of equal strength, similar to stereo effect.

accompaniment The ‘backing’ part of the piece.
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Dynamics

Melody

Gradation of 
dynamics

crescendo To get louder gradually.

diminuendo To get quieter gradually.

Common signs, 
symbols and 
terms

pianissimo - pp very quiet

piano - p quiet/soft

mezzo piano - mp medium quiet/soft

mezzo forte - mf medium loud

forte - f loud

fortissimo - ff very loud

sforzando - sfz sudden force

Interval

tonic 1st note of scale

supertonic 2nd note of scale

mediant 3rd note of scale

subdominant 4th note of scale

dominant 5th note of scale

submediant 6th note of scale

leading note/subtonic 7th note of scale

conjunct Moving step by step, tones or semitones.

disjunct Progression by larger than major 2nds, intervals.

triad Three-note chord consisting of the "root" note together with the third and fifth.

broken chord
A chord broken so that all notes are played simultaneously. The notes don’t have 
to be in order.

scale
Series of eight notes moving in tones and semitones. Major and minor scales are 
most common.
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arpeggio Broken chord where the notes are played one at a time in sequence.

passing notes
Is a note in a piece of music which is not a part of the main harmony, just used 
to pass from one key note to another.

acciaccatura 

A short ‘grace’ note, taking a very small portion of the next beat.

appoggiatura 

A short ‘grace’ note, taking an equal portion of next beat.

blues scale

Scale used in blues music. E.g.

chromatic Scale moving in semitones.

pentatonic Five tone scale within the octave, ‘Oriental’ sound.

whole tone Two semitones.

modal
Set, scale-like series of notes/intervals. 
E.g. Blues scale, early Dorian mode and the Indian Raga.

augmented
Raising the 5th note in a chord/scale by a semi-tone. Can be placed on other 
notes of the scale.

diminished
Reducing the 5th note in a chord/scale by a semi-tone. Can be placed on other 
notes of the scale.

sequence
A short, sentence-like phrase that is often repeated up/down in step throughout 
a piece.

inversion Where an interval is reversed or turned upside down. Common in chords, as in I6.

ostinato A motif that is repeated over and over again.

riff An ostinato like motif that changes notation as chord changes.

articulation

staccato Notes played short and bouncy.

legato Notes joined smoothly together.

accents Notes played with great emphasis.
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improvisation To make up music on the spot.

phrase
A self-contained section, normally four to eight bars long, usually ending with a 
perfect or imperfect cadence.

glissando A slide between two notes.

pitch bend/
portamento

A small slide between on one note.

ornamentation

trill Rapid alternation with the note above – tr.

mordent 

Similar to a trill, but the above (or below) note is played only once.

turn

Similar to a mordent but plays the note above and below.

Timbre

string 
instruments

violin
Highest pitched string instrument, played 
with a bow/plucked.

viola
Medium pitched string instrument, played with a  
bow/plucked.

cello Low pitched string instrument, played with a bow/plucked.

double bass
Very low pitched string instrument, played with a  
bow/plucked.

harp
Different varieties across cultures. A pedal harp, usually 
seen in orchestral performances, has 47 strings and pedal to 
change keys. Great at playing glissandos.

acoustic or 
classical guitar 

Un-amplified 6-string guitar. Classical and acoustic have 
slight differences in style and playing techniques.

electric/bass 
guitar

Amplified 6-string electric guitar and 4-string bass guitar.
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woodwind 
instruments

piccolo
Highest-pitched woodwind instrument. Smaller version of 
the flute.

flute High-pitched woodwind instrument. Light, airy sound.

oboe
Double reed instrument. Quite nasal in sound, mid- to high-
pitched.

clarinet/bass 
clarinet

Single reed instrument. Smooth, mellow sound, mid- to high-
pitched.

alto/tenor 
saxophone

Single reed instrument. Smooth, mellow sound, yet powerful.

bassoon
Large double reed instrument. Quite nasal in sound, low 
pitch.

electric/bass 
guitar

Amplified 6-string electric guitar and 4-string bass guitar.

brass 
instruments

trumpet
Highest-pitched brass instrument, uses valves. Often played 
in Jazz/Latin American music.

trombone
Mid- to low-pitched brass instrument, played with a slide. 
Great at glissandos.

French horn
Mid-low pitched brass instrument, played with valves and 
a hand in the bell. Very wide range. Sounds like a hunting 
horn.

tuba Very low-pitched brass instrument, played with valves. 

percussion 
instruments

piano
Keyboard instrument, sound is created by strings being hit 
by hangers. Wide range of pitch. Good at playing glissandos

timpani/kettle 
drum

Large, pitched drum. The pitch can be varied using pedals.

bass drum Large, un-pitched drum.

side and snare 
drum

Small drum, with or without the snare (rattle) on.

xylophone
Keyboard style instrument – wooden bars hit with medium-
hard mallets (beaters).
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glockenspiel
Keyboard style instrument – metal bars hit with hard mallets 
(beaters).

tubular bells Large metal pipes hit with a special hammer.

un-pitched 
percussion

cymbals                    agogô bell

tambourine              vibraslap

sleigh bells                woodblock

triangle                      cow bell

maracas                     etc.

vocal Ranges

soprano
High register of the vocal range, usually applied to a  
female voice.

alto
Upper-mid register of the vocal range, usually applied to a 
female voice. 

tenor
Lower-mid register of the vocal range, usually applied to a 
male voice. 

bass
Low register of the vocal range, usually applied to a  
male voice. 

synthesiser Electronic reproduction of an instrument sound.

ensembles

solo One instrument on its own.

orchestra
Large ensemble with all strings, woodwinds, brass and 
percussion.

wind band/
concert band

Military-sounding band with woodwinds, brass and 
percussion.

brass band Brass and percussion ensemble.

string quartet Violin, viola, cello and double bass.

choir Mixed groups of voices (soprano, alto, tenor, bass).

pop group Singer with electric guitars and drum kit.

Caribbean 
instruments

steel-pan 
drums

A steel pan that is hit to produce many different notes.

claves
Two wooden bars that are hit together and used to play the 
main beat.
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African 
instruments

djembe Common single headed drum.

kora Harp sounding African instrument.

xylophone 
(balafon)

Wooden bars played with beaters.

talking drum/
tama

Often played with a ‘walking-like’ stick. Mid-deep tone.

Indian 
instruments

sitar Stringed Indian instrument, similar to the guitar.

tabla Pair of Indian drums - can play several different tones.

shenhai An Indian reed instrument - similar sound to the oboe.

bansuri A flute-like Indian instrument.

sarangi An Indian stringed instrument played with a bow.

dohl Drum often used in Bhangra music.

Structure and Form
binary A B

ternary A B A

rondo A B A C A (D A etc.)

theme and 
variation

Music with a theme that is then varied in different ways, e.g. played in retrograde 
(backwards) or inverted or modulated.

call and 
response

From blues music: call from one instrument/voice, which is responded to by 
another instrument/groups of instruments/voice(s).

arch-shape A piece using each section playing in reverse order, e.g. A B C B A.

sonata form
Exposition (1st and 2nd subject), Development (developed subject) and 
Recapitulation (1st and 2nd subject). This form may have an introduction.

minuet and trio
French dance in 3/4 time. Minuet (A), Trio (B), Minuet (A). Similar to ternary 
form.

scherzo and 
trio

Lively movement in 3/4 time. Took over the Minuet in the symphony. Often the 
3rd movement. Scherzo (A), Trio (B), Scherzo (A). Similar to ternary form
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strophic
Song with a section that is repeated, occasionally in a minor way. 
i.e. A A A

through 
composed

A continuous, non-sectional song.

da capo aria
A vocal piece in three sections. The first section ends in the tonic key. The 
second section contrasts with the first. The third section is the first section (da 
capo) repeated in full, similar to ternary form.

cyclic A section which is repeated indefinitely.

pop song forms

Verse and Chorus form using;

Verse

Chorus

Possible use of bridge, middle 8, intro, outro, coda

12 Bar Blues Form

sround bass A repeated phrase/section as the basis of a piece underneath variations.

continuo
Provides the backing harmonic structure to the music. Often played on harpsichord, 
piano etc.

cadenza An improvised or written-out ornamental passage, often played by soloists.


